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chests are plain 
or covered with 
leather or painted 
cloths2
chests begin to 
show more carving, 
include panels
architecture, fig-
ures, masks, shells, 
leaves, flowers, etc. 
figural carving out; 
low-relief carving in; 
England colonizes
Searle and Dennis 
bring carving style 
to the colonies





chest is superseded 
by chest of drawers
4
• colonial chests originate from early 17th century chests from England
• chests were the most popular and most important type of  furniture in 
the household
• chests often only item brought by settlers to the new world
• many settlers would try to recreate home life as it were in  England
• immigrant craftsmen implement similar use of pattern, style and    
motifs from homeland3
• directly imported materials from London, including ornament prints for 
furniture makers 
• William Searle and Thomas Dennis are two best documented crafts-
men in Colonial America - settled in Ipswich, Massachusetts in 1660s
• distinctive florid carving style derived from the Renaissance4
The Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker’s Director, 17625
place + time
5
Massachusetts Bay Colony: Map6
people + culture
• England estranged itself from Italy + Catholic Europe in 1536
• interior design in England did not take shape directly from Italian    
Renaissance
• Renaissance features came to England second hand through objects, 
books, + artists from the Netherlands7
• Renaissance artists were free to experiment with degree of ornament, 
stylization, and motif language
• how does the built interior influence built objects?
Paneling (oak) from a house on the Hall Quay, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, 
ca. 16008
6
craft - tools + material
• constructed with stiles and rails, mortised and tenoned, held in 
place with square wooden pegs wedged into round holes
• panels are fitted into the constructed frame
• mortise and tenon - “joined” chest
• joiner - craftsman
• considered to be well-made furniture, contrasting with board 
chests9
• primary carving tool - likely the chisel10
interior use
• principal piece of household furniture
• receptacle for valuables such as clothing, money, plates
• additionally functions as seat, table, bed
• used in church to store sacred vessels, vestments, records






1¼” steel firmer chisel in octagonal 
wood handle, 1758-6912
pattern design - imagery, color, texture
oak chest made in England ca. 165013 oak chest made in Massachusetts ca. 1663-801
similarities:
• use of oak as primary building material
• three panel frame construction
• mortise and tenon joinery
• stylized leaf pattern
• circular pattern
differences:
• colonial chest becomes more naturalistic in style
• greater degree of surface ornamentation
• still low-relief, but seeing more definition and dimensionality
• added carved brackets at the base
8
pattern analysis - organization, proportion
composition circular motif
border definition leaf motif
paired leaves flower and urn (focal motif)
9
motif analysis
Paneling from Marmion, the Fitzhugh Family House, Tidewater, Virginia14
the urn: 
• use of stylized classical motifs reflects adaptation to changing styles
• urn represents the departed spirit resting with God
• however, urn has been dissociated from its classical mythology for 
reasons unclear15
• what is the urn motif’s significance in antiquity?
• what are the factors underlying the urn motif’s survival as a form 
in colonial America, regardless of its seeming lack of cultural            
significance?
the palm leaf/palmette: 
• significant in ancient Egypt
• roots in Greek mythology
• symbol of Nike, the winged goddess of victory16
• what are the factors underlying the palm leaf motif’s survival as a 





evolution of the chest
• board chest to joined chest
• steady increase in surface        
ornamentation
• variety in motif language
pattern of use
chest goes out of style
• growing wealth in the colonies
• abundance of skilled craftsmen
• permanent residence - no       
longer a need for transportable          
belongings (chest)
motif ambiguity
13th c. 15th c. 17th c.
+
1663-801
chest of drawers, 176518
high chest of drawers, 1762-6519
• motif and pattern language stems from the Renaissance
• Renaissance art included references to classical forms, but was simultaneously a break from the past -  
cultural movement
• Renaissance artists were more likely to experiment and create unique stylization15
• colonial motif language could simply be a stylistic choice, looking to traditions of homeland England
• specific motif depicted could be less significant than the degree of skill in craftsmanship
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